IVU.suite at BOGG

A TIME SAVING OF 80 PERCENT
THANKS TO AUTOMATIC
PERSONNEL DISPATCH
INITIAL SITUATION
Almost 19,000 passengers use the Busbetrieb Olten Gösgen Gäu (BOGG) bus service
every day. This is an indispensable service in
the Olten re-gion that connects all of the surrounding smaller towns. To make sure that
its passengers get to their destination every
day, BOGG has relied on the IVU.suite planning products for its timetable planning, run
scheduling and duty scheduling since 2004.
Flexibility is increasingly important for the
bus company. The integrated personnel dispatch function allows BOGG to cater for the
various needs of its employees. But in order
to stay competitive, BOGG was on the lookout
for a time-saving planning solution.

OVERVIEW
Employees

Over 140

Vehicles

44 buses

Transport
services

Over 3 million kilometres travelled
and approx. 7 million passengers
annually

Operations

Urban transport

Objectives

High flexibility for duty scheduling and
rostering
Automation and optimisation of staff
rostering without violating regulations
Time savings

Special
features

Introduction of automatic personnel
dispatch

IVU products

IVU.timetable, IVU.run, IVU.duty,
IVU.crew

OBJECTIVES

An integrated employee portal is the central interface
BOGG’s aim was to optimise staff rostering in line with for communication between drivers and dispatchers.
employee needs and to automate the planning process. Employees are informed of their duties via the portal,
Individual employee requests played an important role and they can use it to access up-to-date information –
here. Duty allocation needed to comply with the provi- from holiday approvals to short-notice duty modificasions of the Working Hours Act and take into account tions. As well as individual preferences, staff can also
internal regulations as well as the employees’ depot specify duty and day-off requests that are saved diaffiliation and route knowledge. In addition, employee rectly in the system and taken into account by the optirotas needed to be published several months in ad- misation function. Dispatch managers can see immevance. BOGG wanted to achieve a time saving of at least diately whether an employee request is viable – and
can modify the result directly in cases of doubt.
50 percent for the task of staff rostering.
Complex duty and payroll rules can be stored and
SOLUTION
amended directly in IVU.crew thanks to the rule editor.
BOGG had already been using IVU.suite’s duty sched- They are therefore available to APD for all calculations.
ule optimisation function. This optimised staffing lev- This ensures fully compliant rostering.
els and improved the quality of the duty scheduling. To
improve the flexibility of rostering, BOGG decided to
enhance this by rolling out IVU.crew’s automatic personnel dispatch (APD) function. The system controls
and optimises the full deployment of staff – from longterm annual planning to dispatching for the next day.
APD organises roster layouts and allocates them to
employees. The software ensures a fair allocation of
duties and balanced work time accounts depending on
the requirements. It also takes into account the drivers’
personal preferences. Automatic driver allocation significantly reduces the pressure on the dispatch team.

OUTCOME
The automatic personnel dispatch function of IVU.crew
far exceeded the time saving for the planning process
of 50 percent that BOGG originally envisaged: A time
gain of 80 percent was achieved overall. Instead of the
usual ten days, the dispatch managers can now create
the monthly deployment schedule in just two days.

The employees have also benefited from this. APD has
meant a very high level of request approval: More than
400 employee requests were submitted via the employee portal in the first month after the introduction.
APD also provides support in the event of absences at The dispatch managers were able to approve 95 pershort notice: It automatically calculates suitable alter- cent of these requests thanks to APD.
natives and makes recommendations. This helps the
dispatch managers at BOGG to resolve potential dis- “We were already satisfied with the IVU.suite. This
ruptions to operations more quickly, easily and positive experience has been upheld with automatic
personnel dispatch. APD has not only sped up our
efficiently.
rostering process, but we have also received positive
feedback from staff, and our results show a significant
quality increase.”
Marco Bachmann
Dispatcher | BOGG

The configurable rule system of IVU.crew reviews employee duty
allocations and reports conflicts.
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